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20,000 knockout mouse strains – one null mutant mouse line for
 each protein coding gene 

Systematically phenotype each strain 

Make mutant strains publicly available 
Publish data in near real time & provide analysis tools 

Link phenotypic data to known biology  
Disease models 



International Knockout Mouse Consortium 

Texas A&M Institute for
 Genomic Medicine 
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>15,000  targeted mutant alleles created 
in C57BL/6N ES cell lines 

and more coming 



International Mouse Phenotype Consortium 

•  Create and Characterize 20,000 knockout   
 lines over 10 years 

•  Phase 1- 5000 strains by 2016 
•  Publish & Annotate Data in near Real-Time 
•  Integrate IMPC data with human mutation

 and disease repositories     



CHARACTERIZE- High quality data 
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iMits website reports real-time
 production status 

To date: 
•  7000 ES clones have been injected 
•  3000 genotype confirmed 
•  1600 cre excised 





•  IMPReSS: (International Mouse Phenotyping Resource
 of Standardised Screens)  

•  Ascribe Biological Function to Each Gene 
•  Collaborate with phenotyping specialists 



 

•  Protocol 

•  Data  
    Parameter 

•  Ontology 



•  A third of lines will be embryonic lethal 
•  Specialized pipeline created 
•  Cutting-edge imaging technologies being employed 

 

 

 



IMPReSS API Access 

•  IMPReSS is accessible programmatically utilising a 
SOAP web service. 

•  This API access exposed all the Pipeline, Procedure, 
Parameter and Ontology term information held within 
IMPReSS 

•  The WSDL is available at 
https://www.mousephenotype.org/impress/soap/server?
wsdl 

•  With full documentation available at 
https://www.mousephenotype.org/impress-web-services-
technical-description 



CHARACTERIZE- High quality data 



CHARACTERIZE- Ensuring High quality 
Data  
•  All data visually QCd by the DCC Data Wranglers 

•  Identify biologically impossible errors in data 

•  Standardised protocols adhered to in each centre 

•  Monthly report to all centres: 

!  Update on QC progress (number of issues raised vs resolved) 

!  Draw attention to ongoing data problems, e.g. low cohort size 

•  Interactive QC system: 

!  wranglers raise QC queries (“issues”) - centre responds 



CHARACTERIZE- Shared QC interface 



CHARACTERIZE- STATS Analysis 



CHARACTERIZE- PhenStat 
Our production statistical analysis 

•  Associate Genotype to Phenotype 
•  Multiple workflows 

•  Multiple data types 

•  Built statistical analysis platform on expected workflows 
•  Fisher Exact Test, Linear regression- Mixed Model 

•  The PhenStat package 



What is PhenStat? 

•  Freely available R 
Package 

•  Version controlled 

•  multiple workflows 

•  Can include a covariate 
e.g. body weight.  

•  Gives both a statistical 
and biological measure 

•  Assesses sexual 
dimorphism 



Statistical benefits include: 
•  Various statistical strategies implemented 

•  Can include a covariate e.g. body weight.  

•  Gives both a statistical and biological measure 

•  Assesses sexual dimorphism 



CHARACTERIZE- Other Approaches 
(BAYESIAN) 
•  Non-Gaussian response distributions 

•  Correlated observations (same litter, same day measured) 

•  Effects of measured variables 
•  Biological variation e.g. sex or mouse strain. 
•  Experimental effects, e.g. investigator 
•  model as covariates 

•  Effects of unmeasured variables 
•  Systematic drift over time in baseline mean or variance 
•  Clustering of baseline response not explained by metadata 
•  Address systematic baseline drift by incorporating a smooth function of time in the model 



CHARACTERIZE- Other Approaches 
(BAYESIAN) II 
•  Unified approach to quantitative and categorical data 

•  Linear regression on transformed quantitative data 
•  Logistic regression on categorical data 

•  Known sources of variation modelled as covariates 
•  Day, litter, sex, strain, experimenter, metadata 

•  Effects of unmeasured variables 
•  Address systematic baseline drift by incorporating a smooth 

function of time in the model 
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Follow genes you are
 interested in  

IMPC will send an email when
 new data is published 



 
Search for a specific gene,
 type of gene, phenotype,
 procedure or phrase 



 



 
Filter by phenotype,
 source, or pathology. 



 

Gene Summary at top of
 page 



 

Phenotype overview 



 

Phenotype heatmap 



 

Drill down further for
 detailed phenotype data 



 

platelet count 



 



Pheno-DCC- Pre QC view 



X-Ray Images Lateral 



LacZ Images 



 

Order Mice & ES Cells directly
 from website 
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https://github.com/mpi2/PhenotypeArchive/wiki/REST-APIs 



 



•  There are many ways to select and filter 

•  all data points for a parameter 

•  all data points for a gene for one experiment 

•  all data for a specific pipeline 

•  all stats results below a pvalue 

•  all stats results with sexual dimorphism 

 



Disseminate statistical results - API 
API documentation: https://github.com/mpi2/PhenotypeArchive/wiki/REST-APIs 



•  Try searching for your favourite gene 

•  Now try favorite phenotype 

•  Disease 

 


